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Cazorla et al. [preceding comment] criticize our recent results on the high-PT phase diagram of
CaF2 [Phys. Rev. B 95, 054118 (2017)]. According to our analysis, Cazorla et al. have not converged
their calculations with respect to simulation cell size, undermining the comment’s conclusions about
both the high-T behaviour of the P62m-CaF2 polymorph, and the use of the QHA in our work.
As such, we take this opportunity to emphasise the importance of correctly converging molecular
dynamics simulations to avoid finite-size errors. We compare our quasiharmonic phase diagram
for CaF2 with currently available experimental data, and find it to be entirely consistent and in
qualitative agreement with such data. Our prediction of a superionic phase transition in P62m-
CaF2 (made on the basis of the QHA) is shown to be accurate, and we argue that simple descriptors,
such as phonon frequencies, can offer valuable insight and predictive power concerning superionic
behaviour.
Part of our recent work [1] reports a pressure-
temperature phase diagram for CaF2 (Fig. 8 of [1]) cal-
culated using the quasiharmonic approximation (QHA).
This phase diagram was constructed by first searching
the potential energy surface of CaF2 using the ab initio
random structure searching (AIRSS) technique [2], af-
ter which the effects of finite temperature were treated
by explicitly calculating the Gibbs free energy of can-
didate low-enthalpy phases in the QHA. We found that
in the QHA, the Gibbs free energy difference between
the known high-pressure γ-CaF2 phase, and a P62m-
symmetry structure found using AIRSS, closes at in-
creased temperature, leading us to propose P62m-CaF2
as a high-T CaF2 phase. We consider this to be quite rea-
sonable, given that the same P62m structure is already a
known high-T phase in other alkaline earth metal halides
e.g. BaCl2 [3] and BaI2 [4].
We also proposed that P62m-CaF2 would undergo
a superionic phase transition at still higher tempera-
tures. This conclusion was reached through the identifi-
cation and analysis of an unstable K-point phonon mode
present in the P62m structure (Figs. 10 and 11 of [1]).
In reply to Cazorla and Errandonea’s (hereafter ‘CE’)
criticism [5], we demonstrate in Sec. I that our CaF2
phase diagram is completely consistent with available ex-
perimental data on high-PT CaF2. In Sec. II, we provide
the results of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simu-
lations on P62m-CaF2. These simulations fully substan-
tiate our prediction of a superionic phase transition in
this polymorph [1], and show that P62m-CaF2 is stable
in one-phase simulations to at least 3000 K at 20 GPa.
We find that the AIMD simulations presented by CE in
[5] have not used sufficiently large simulation cells; ac-
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cordingly, CE’s results on high-T P62m-CaF2 are erro-
neous. Given that CE base much of their criticism of
our work on those flawed results, we are led to conclude
that their comment is without merit. We end our re-
ply with a discussion concerning phonons, the QHA, and
superionicity.
I. PT PHASE DIAGRAM OF CAF2
In Fig. 1 below, we plot the boundaries of our QHA
phase diagram (blue lines − Fig. 8 of [1]) alongside ex-
perimental data from Refs. [5] (points with error bars)
and [6] (solid green lines). An examination of Fig. 1
demonstrates that our QHA results are entirely consis-
tent with both sets of experimental data. We identify
two low-temperature solid states − the known α and γ
phases − and our α-γ phase boundary shows good quan-
titative agreement with the data of [6], while the data
of Ref. [5] lies about 3 GPa higher. Our QHA results
suggest a high-temperature modification of α-CaF2 as
thermal expansion drives this compound to volumes at
which it exhibits a harmonic phonon instability; this is
consistent with Refs. [5, 6] and the known high-T β-CaF2
phase.
Experimentally, the behaviour of CaF2 at higher pres-
sures and temperatures is less clear. For example, follow-
ing the α-γ boundary with increasing temperature, the
data of Ref. [6] suggests (based on changes in the slope
of the α-γ boundary) a possible triple point involving the
solid α and γ phases, but not the superionic β phase, to
occur first, and this is what we qualitatively find in our
QHA phase diagram. CE on the other hand have pro-
posed that a triple point involving the α, β and γ phases
occurs first (Fig. 1(a) of [5]). Quantitatively, these triple
points are separated by about 800 K, with our QHA re-
sults half-way in between (Fig. 1). We remark here that
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FIG. 1. Pressure-temperature phase diagrams for CaF2. Blue
lines are the QHA results of our work [1], points with error-
bars are from [5], and green lines are from [6]. The green
asterisk marks a possible triple point according to Ref. [6].
The light-grey band running diagonally up and right is where
d2α/dT 2 changes sign in the QHA, and pertains to its validity,
discussed in Sec. III.
the experimental results in Refs. [5, 6] do not offer any
structural information about high-PT CaF2 phases.
Our QHA phase diagram uses a straight line to repre-
sent the melting curve of CaF2. This line is consistent
with experimental data given in Ref. [5] (see Fig. 1). In
practice, there is likely to be some curvature or change in
curvature in the melting curve, particularly at any triple
points.
The coexistence of β-CaF2 with another superionic
phase cannot be ruled out by currently available experi-
mental data. As CE correctly acknowledge in their com-
ment, the phase with which β-CaF2 coexists (excluding
the α and liquid phases) is “experimentally not resolved”.
Previous theoretical work on the CaF2 phase diagram is
divided as to whether such a phase is solid, superionic or
even liquid.
CE describe our γ-P62m phase boundary as “incon-
sistent” with the experimental data in Ref. [5], however
Fig. 1 makes it obvious that this is not the case. Both
sets of data (the blue γ-P62m phase boundary, and the
points with solid diamonds and errorbars in Fig. 1) are
in clear qualitative agreement. The experimental data
in this case does not extend to sufficiently high pres-
sures to ascertain whether this boundary then falls in
temperature, as predicted in the QHA. We reiterate here
that the calculation of this particular phase boundary is
subject to some uncertainty depending on the choice of
equation-of-state (EOS) used for the Gibbs free energy
calculation; this point, and details of the EOS we used
for these calculations were comprehensively addressed in
our work [1] so we refer the interested reader there. We
also remark that in the QHA, the free energy surfaces of
the γ and P62m phases are almost parallel (Fig. 6 of [1]),
which introduces uncertainty in calculating their high-T
intersections [7].
In our QHA CaF2 phase diagram, we would
expect the boundaries between the α and P62m
phases, and the regions in which these phases de-
velop phonon instabilities, to be essentially linear
(Fig. 1). This is because these boundaries are iso-
chores, corresponding to V = 46.47 A˚3/f.u. (α-CaF2)
and V = 37.70 A˚3/f.u. (P62m-CaF2) [1], and is unre-
lated to the QHA.
A comparison of CE’s previous AIMD simulations on
CaF2 and our QHA phase diagram is unproductive. CE’s
previous simulations are limited to the α and γ CaF2
phases only, and do not consider the P62m CaF2 struc-
ture proposed in our work [1]. Should a T -induced tran-
sition between the γ and P62m phases occur, as we pre-
dicted using the QHA, it is extremely unlikely that CE
would have observed this transition in their simulations:
among the difficulties are that the P62m structure, with
9 atoms/unit cell, is incompatible with the 192-atom su-
percells used in CE’s previous work. The behaviour of
CaF2 in those simulations should not therefore be ex-
pected to mirror the results found in our QHA phase
diagram. The only AIMD simulations that CE do carry
out on the P62m-CaF2 structure have their own deficien-
cies, which we discuss in the next Section.
II. HIGH TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOUR OF
P62m−CAF2
We suggested in Ref. [1] that P62m-CaF2 would be-
come superionic at sufficiently high temperatures. CE,
however, present AIMD simulations in their comment
(Figs. 2(a) and (b) of [5]) in which they claim that P62m-
CaF2 is not superionic.
We discuss Fig. 2(a) of [5] first, which shows the results
of an AIMD simulation on P62m-CaF2 at T = 2500 K
and P = 20 GPa. Under these conditions, according to
CE, the Ca sublattice in P62m-CaF2 melts and Ca ions
show diffusive behaviour. These results are unphysical:
the diffusion of Ca (as opposed to F) is not expected.
Coulombic arguments would instead lead us to expect
that diffusion is more energetically costly for Ca2+ due
to its higher ionic charge relative to F− [8], which is
supported by direct measurements of anion and cation
diffusion coefficients in α-CaF2 [9]. As such, CE’s ap-
parent observation of Ca diffusion suggests a problem
with their AIMD simulations, rather than a criticism of
our work. We therefore present our own results here.
Our AIMD calculations use the cp2k code, the PBE
exchange-correlation functional, GTH pseudopotentials
for Ca and F, and DZVP ‘MOLOPT’ Gaussian basis sets
[10–15]. Mean-squared displacement (MSD) calculations
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FIG. 2. Mean-squared displacement of F and Ca ions
in P62m-CaF2 in our 216-atom AIMD-NV T simulation at
T = 2500 K. The pressure is 20.0 ± 1.0 GPa.
average over both the atoms of a particular species (Ca
or F), and over different time origins. Positions are cor-
rected for the center-of-mass motion in all cases.
Fig. 2 shows the MSD of Ca and F ions at P = 20 GPa
and T = 2500 K for P62m-CaF2, using a supercell con-
taining 216 atoms, which is of a similar size to that used
by CE in their comment. Comparing Figs. 2 and Fig. 2(a)
of [5], we indeed find analogous results: there is a rela-
tive stasis in F diffusion, and prominent Ca diffusion.
However, it is clear that this behaviour does not persist
upon increasing the simulation cell size. In Ref. [16], we
show that large simulation cells are required to obtain
results that are qualitatively converged with respect to
simulation cell size.
Fig. 3 provides the results of an AIMD simulation car-
ried out with a larger, 864-atom cell. The results we
obtain are very different from those using supercells with
216 atoms. At P = 20 GPa and T = 2500 K, we observe
mild F diffusion; note that there is no unphysical Ca
diffusion. At T = 3000 K (with the same cell size), F
diffusion is significantly higher than at T = 2500 K, con-
sistent with a superionic phase transition occurring in
P62m-CaF2 between these two temperatures. We do not
find P62m-CaF2 to be in a melt state at 3000 K.
These results support the conclusions of our work [1]:
P62m-CaF2 undergoes a high-temperature superionic
phase transition. A comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 high-
lights the importance of correctly converging MD simu-
lations with respect to supercell size in order to avoid
drawing erroneous conclusions. Finite-size effects are,
in this case, so severe that they led CE to predict the
wrong diffusing species (Ca instead of F) at 2500 K and
20 GPa [5]. On the basis of the results in this section, we
firmly reject CE’s claims that P62m-CaF2 is not superi-
onic, and that its melting temperature is below 3000 K.
We are led to conclude that P62m-CaF2 is an excellent
candidate for a high-PT CaF2 phase.
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FIG. 3. Mean-squared displacement of F and Ca ions in
P62m-CaF2 in our 864-atom AIMD-NV T simulations at
T = 2500 K and 3000 K. The pressure is P = 19.9 ± 0.4 GPa
at both temperatures. These are to be compared directly to
Fig. 2 of the comment [5]. Note that, in clear contrast to the
claims made in [5], there is no unphysical diffusion of Ca ions
at either temperature, and that the system is not in a melt
state at 3000 K. The high diffusion of F ions at 3000 K is
indicative of a superionic state.
III. PHONONS AND SUPERIONICITY
There is a considerable amount of literature discussing
phonon modes − either soft, or low-energy − in con-
junction with superionic conductivity e.g. [17–26], and
phonon modes have also been invoked to explain other
types of diffusive behaviour, such as self-diffusion in tran-
sition metals [27, 28].
The softening of a phonon mode at the harmonic
level results in an increase in amplitude of the softening
mode and the corresponding creation of a double-well
energy potential [29], which can favour defect creation
and increase the probability of interstitial site occupa-
tion, as discussed for superionic ThO2 [25]. However,
the details require analysis of the soft mode’s eigenvectors
[1, 17, 24, 25] to understand their effect on ionic motion.
We consider this to be an important point. Reading CE’s
4comment, one is left with the unfortunate impression that
any soft phonon mode would result in a superionic phase
transition; this does not follow, since the soft mode could
be indicative of a different kind of transition, e.g. struc-
tural, ferroelectric, and so on. Instead, the mode (or
combination of modes [24]) should be examined to see
whether they exhibit behaviour conducive to superionic-
ity, such as leaving one atomic species motionless [17], or
promoting the movement of ions toward interstitial sites
[24]. This is how we proceeded in Ref. [1].
Previous studies have used the QHA and/or phonon
modes to explain superionic behaviour in SrF2, BaF2,
Li3OCl and AgI [30–33]. SrF2 and BaF2 are exam-
ined in Refs. [30, 31, 34]; as is the case for α-CaF2
[17], a critical softening of a zone-boundary phonon at
X is seen at increasing volumes. Phonon frequencies
in stoichiometric Li3OCl have been discussed in detail
in Ref. [35], and phonon instabilities in this compound
(such as those shown in Fig. 3(c) of [5]) are attributable
to structural phase transitions which distort the high-
symmetry Pm3m perovskite structure. This kind of soft
phonon mode can actively promote superionic behaviour,
as discussed in Ref. [32].
AgI has a number of superionic polymorphs [36]; with-
out the benefit of knowing which polymorph CE refer
to in their comment, we restrict our discussion here to
β-AgI and its transition to the superionic α-AgI phase.
Ref. [33] identifies a low-energy optical phonon mode
present in β-AgI that strongly favours defect creation
and thereby drives the superionic β-α transition in this
compound. Ref. [37] provides examples of phonon modes
that critically soften in β-AgI upon decreasing volume.
That the superionic transition in β-AgI is first-order is
no barrier to it being driven by either low-energy or soft
phonons; however, the transition will be of the order-
disorder, rather than displacive, type.
Direct experimental evidence for soft-mode behaviour
in superionic materials has been reported in Ref. [38]
for superionic Cu2−δSe. As such, CE’s criticisms of our
use of the QHA in [1] are not backed by experimental
evidence; quite the contrary. Instead, CE’s confusion
about currently available experimental results stems from
their incorrect assumption that any soft phonon mode
can cause a superionic phase transition.
Lastly, we address the issue of whether the QHA can
give quantitatively accurate superionic transition tem-
peratures. In our view, this would require (1) thermal
expansion to be accurate in the QHA, and (2) the pres-
ence of a harmonic phonon mode (judged to be linked
with the transition) which softens at the same volume at
which the transition occurs. Point (1) was addressed in
depth in our original work [1], where we provide a va-
lidity criteria for the QHA based on calculated thermal
expansion coefficients α [39, 40], and which is depicted in
Fig. 1. Point (2) is less obvious, largely because the exact
volume at which a phonon softens is strongly dependent
on exchange-correlation. We expect to discuss it further
in Ref. [16].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Revisiting our quasiharmonic phase diagram for CaF2
(Fig. 8 of [1]), we find it to be completely consistent with
currently available experimental data on high-PT CaF2
(Fig. 1).
The AIMD calculations presented in the comment
(Fig. 2 of [5]) are incorrect because CE have not used
appropriately sized simulation cells. CE’s description of
the qualitative high-T behaviour of P62m-CaF2 is corre-
spondingly incorrect. When adequately-sized simulation
cells are used, we find that P62m-CaF2 undergoes a high-
T superionic phase transition (Fig. 3), as predicted in our
work [1]. These results highlight the pitfalls of finite-size
effects in molecular dynamics simulations and the im-
portance of converging such simulations with respect to
system size.
The QHA correctly predicts superionic phase transi-
tions in α-CaF2 and in P62m-CaF2. The discussion in
Sec. III, and references therein, makes it clear that this
is a very general conclusion, and demonstrates the utility
of the QHA in identifying superionic behaviour.
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